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The Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) paradigm, which was advanced and 
developed by Harvard School, is one of the most popular paradigms in the Industry 
Organization. It has been widely used in the analysis for different industries. With the 
deepening of the reform in Chinese market, the papers that using SCP paradigm to 
solve the problems in Chinese industries are increasing rapidly. However, the 
discussions on whether this paradigm is applicable in Chinese economy are so rare, 
while most papers used the SCP paradigm directly. 
By reviewing the creation and development of SCP paradigm, and criticizes from 
other Schools; this paper concludes the conditions on which the SCP paradigm is 
applicable. After this, we take the Chinese banking industry as an example, presenting 
the situations of the industry and comparing it to the conditions that we derived above. 
To examine whether the situation of Chinese banking correspond with the result of the 
SCP paradigm, this part focuses on the relationship between structure and 
performance. The main conclusions we drawn as follow:  
First, the concentration ratio of Chinese banking is on high level, so it is an 
Oligopoly Market. But there is a trend that this ratio is declining. The structure is 
transforming from oligopoly to monopolistic competition. Second, since the interest 
rate is determined by The Centre Bank, commercial banks that have high shares on 
market cannot extract high profits through manipulating the price. Third, the large 
banks in china are state-owned, so the target of these banks is not sole to getting high 
revenue. That makes these banks not operate following the reason of the SCP 
paradigm. Finally, the banking industry probably has the effect of economy of scale. 
The high level of concentration may not affect the public welfare. Based on this we 
think that the SCP paradigm is not applicable to Chinese banking. 
To examine the conclusion, this paper will drawn the quarterly data of the 
Chinese banking over the period from 2009-2012, to examine the relationship 
between market concentration and performance. The empirical result shows that the 
relationship is negative though not significant on some indicators. However, the result 
















In the last part, this paper summarizes the above discussion, and gives some 
suggestions on how to adjust the SCP paradigm in order to be applicable to Chinese 
industries. 
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影响 为广泛的分析范式，一度被广泛用于各类行业分析。但进入 70 年代，该
理论也受到了很多的批评和质疑。以“芝加哥学派”为代表的其他产业组织学派
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